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ABSTRACT: The Mode I interlaminar fracture behavior
of woven carbon fiber/epoxy composite laminates incor-
porating partially cured carbon nanotube/epoxy compo-
site films has been investigated. Laminates with films
containing carbon nanotubes (CNTs) in the as-received
state and functionalized with polyamidoamine were
evaluated, as well as laminates with neat epoxy films.
Double-cantilever beam (DCB) specimens were used to
measure GIc, the critical strain energy release rate (frac-
ture toughness) versus crack length. Post-fracture micro-
scopic inspection of the fracture surfaces was performed.
Results show that initial fracture toughness was
improved with the amino-functionalized CNT/epoxy

interleaf films, but the important factor appears to be
the polyamidoamine functionalization, not the CNTs.
The initial fracture toughness remained relatively un-
affected with the incorporation of neat epoxy and as-
received CNT/epoxy interleaf films. Plateau fracture
toughness was unchanged with the use of functionalized
CNT/epoxy interleaf films, and was reduced with the
use of neat epoxy and as-received CNT/epoxy interleaf
films. VC 2011 Wiley Periodicals, Inc. J Appl Polym Sci 121:
2394–2405, 2011
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INTRODUCTION

Woven fabric carbon/epoxy composites have been
embraced by the aerospace, automotive, and sport-
ing goods industries due to their high in-plane
specific strength and stiffness. However, like other
laminate materials, they are most vulnerable to out-
of-plane loading, often failing in delamination.
Efforts to improve the interlaminar strength of lami-
nate composites have met with some success, inclu-
ding 3-D reinforcement and improvements in the
toughness of the matrix through additives.

Through-thickness reinforcement through 3-D
weaving and Z-pinning has shown promising gains
in interlaminar toughness; however due to damage
caused to the reinforcing fibers from the weaving
process, as well as through the insertion of the Z-
pins, in-plane properties are reduced.1 Most success-
ful attempts to improve the toughness of the matrix

have focused on the addition of modifiers to the
matrix such as thermoplastic resins, rubbers, and
particles. However, the addition of thermoplastics
and rubbers may result in significant degradation of
the matrix properties, such as strength, stiffness and
glass transition temperature.2

The high specific stiffness, strength, and electrical
and thermal conductivity of carbon nanotubes (CNTs)
make them a promising reinforcement for creating
multifunctional composite materials with electrical
and/or thermal functionality. Additionally, the small
size and high aspect ratio of CNTs make them an ideal
filler material, with the potential to significantly
enhance bulk material properties when mixed with
resins even at low weight fractions. These improve-
ments include greater resin toughness and stiffness, as
well as increased electrical and thermal conductiv-
ity.3–5 One of the greatest difficulties in using CNTs as
reinforcement in composites is dispersing them uni-
formly within the matrix. Because of their high surface
area and large aspect ratios, unmodified CNTs have a
strong tendency to agglomerate, resulting in poor dis-
persion in the matrix. Conventional methods of dis-
persion, such as sonication, are only effective on small
batches of material due to the extreme reduction in
vibrational energy with increasing distance from the
sonic tip,3 thus making large scale mixing of
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nanotubes both difficult and time consuming. Surface
modification, especially through functionalization,
has led to improvements in the ability to disperse
CNTs throughout a matrix. Functionalization has also
been shown to increase the bond strength between the
CNTs and the matrix.5,6 The combination of good
CNT-matrix adhesion, dispersion, and an entangle-
ment effect of embedded nanotubes within the matrix
have been attributed to increased fracture toughness
values of the bulk material by up to 18% over neat ep-
oxy with only 0.1 wt % amino-functionalized double-
wall carbon nanotubes (DWCNT) and a 26% increase
in fracture toughness using only 1.0 wt % functional-
ized DWCNTs.3 Similarly, tensile strength and
Young’s modulus were also improved with the addi-
tion of functionalized CNTs.3

Although effective methods of dispersing CNTs in
resins have been developed, incorporation of CNT-
modified resins into fiber-reinforced composites
poses challenges. Traditional resin infusion techni-
ques such as resin transfer molding (RTM) and
vacuum-assisted resin transfer molding (VARTM)
can result in nonuniform dispersion of CNTs in com-
posite panels due to a filtering effect of the reinforcing
fiber, especially when using untreated CNTs.7,8

Therefore, a procedure that can effectively introduce
the CNTs into the laminate without the need to flow a
CNT-modified resin would be advantageous. Three
techniques for introducing CNTs into laminates have
been reported in the literature: (1) by growing CNTs
directly on the fabric using chemical vapor deposition
(CVD),9,10 (2) by spraying solvent-borne CNTs onto
the fabric surface,11,12 and (3) by applying a mixture
of uncured resin (‘‘a-stage’’ thermoset) and CNTs to
the surface.13 An alternative technique that offers
some advantages, which is the focus of this work, is to
incorporate CNTs into the laminate through the use
of interleaved b-staged (i.e., partially cured) CNT-
modified epoxy films.14 The interleave film technique
has been used to improve the interlaminar fracture
toughness and impact resistance of laminate compo-
sites.15–19 The interleaf film technique offers several
advantages over the previously discussed techniques
for introducing CNTs into the laminate structure.
Unlike CNT growth by CVD, when producing actual
composite parts and structures, the interleaf film can
be applied over large areas, or on large pieces of fabric
that would not fit in a CVD chamber. In contrast to
spraying techniques, the dispersion of the CNTs in a
film is maintained once the CNTs are introduced into
the laminate. Furthermore, the films can be applied
only where needed in the structure, reducing manu-
facturing expense.

The significance of the thickness and ductility of the
resin-rich interlaminar region to interlaminar fracture
toughness had been noted by Bradley and Cohen.20

Typical interleave films are relatively ductile fully
cured thermosets or thermoplastics which toughen the
laminate by allowing development of a plastic zone
ahead of the crack tip, and have sufficient thickness to
greatly reduce or eliminate constraint of the plastic
zone by adjacent fiber reinforcement.20 Although usu-
ally used in prepreg lamination techniques that use a
hot press, interleave films can be used in a resin trans-
fer lamination process such as VARTM. The interleave
film technique allows specific placement of the CNT-
modified resin within the composite laminate only
where it is needed. In this work, the interleave films
use the same epoxy that is used for the laminate ma-
trix, because it was desired to eliminate an abrupt, and
potentially weak, interface between the laminate ma-
trix and the film resin, a problem observed by Ozdil
and Carlsson17 for some films. Furthermore, because
the interleave epoxy initially has a low degree of cure
(i.e., crosslinking), it will essentially melt at the panel
curing temperatures, facilitating penetration of the
CNT-rich resin into the fiber layers and assimilation
by the infused epoxy resin. The goal is for the b-staged
interleave film to essentially cease to exist as a distinct
interlaminar layer, and instead create a layer of tough-
ened CNT-rich resin that interpenetrates and bridges
the adjacent fiber reinforcement layers, with a thick-
ness comparable to interlaminar regions in noninter-
leaved areas. By not significantly increasing the inter-
laminar resin thickness, significant reduction in
laminate modulus should be avoided. During curing
of the laminate, the laminate matrix and the interleave
film will achieve the same, full degree of crosslinking,
and the only difference between the CNT-rich epoxy
and the matrix epoxy will be the presence of the func-
tionalized CNTs.
In addition to the potential toughening benefit pro-

vided by the CNTs, the incorporation of an interlami-
nar, CNT modified epoxy layer, or layers, could also
provide additional benefits in out-of-plane thermal
and electrical conductivity, creating truly multi-func-
tional composite materials. This potential for a multi-
functional benefit was a major factor in choosing to
investigate CNTs as a resin modifier over other mate-
rials. The combination of outstanding mechanical
properties along with exceptional electrical and ther-
mal conductivities is not available in any other mate-
rial. In aerospace applications, achieving metal-like
electrical and thermal conductivities in high-specific-
strength and high-toughness composites would have
great benefits. Although other additives or reinforce-
ments may offer greater potential for the improve-
ment of fracture toughness, none offer the unique
multifunctional capabilities of CNTs.
In this research, we have investigated the Mode I

interlaminar fracture behavior of woven carbon fiber-
epoxy laminates fabricated using vacuum-assisted
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resin transfer molding that have been reinforced
with CNTs by the incorporation of thin, b-staged
CNT-epoxy nanocomposite interleaf films. Double-
cantilever beam (DCB) specimens are used for the
measurement of GIc , the critical strain energy release
rate (fracture toughness) and the generation of resis-
tance curves. Postfracture microscopic inspection of
the fracture surfaces is performed to determine crack
paths and crack morphology. The films used in this
study were fabricated at the Polymer Technology
Center of Texas A&M University, using the process
detailed by Warren et al.14

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The laminates under investigation were fabricated
from 20 layers of satin weave carbon fiber fabric,
using EPON 862 epoxy resin and EPIKURE W
curing agent, with a single b-staged (partially-cured)
EPON 862/W nanocomposite interleaf film at the
mid-plane. EPON 862 is a difunctional bisphenol-F
epoxide (diglycidyl ether of bisphenol-F). EPIKURE
W curing agent is an aromatic diamine (diethyltolue-
nediamine). The carbon fiber fabric is a Hexcel four-
harness satin weave of IM7 fiber (SGP203), with
identical warp and fills yarns of 6K filament count.
IM7 fiber is an intermediate modulus, PAN-based
carbon fiber commonly used in the aerospace indus-
try. The fiber and resin properties from the manufac-
turer’s data sheets are summarized in Table I.21,22

Symmetric laminates were laid up with the yarns
aligned with the panel length and width directions.
The stacking sequence is such that the direction of
the yarns facing the panel mid-plane alternate
between 0 and 90 degrees to the ultimate direction
of crack growth, with the yarns immediately adja-

cent to the mid-plane being parallel to the direction
of crack growth. A pre-existing crack was created at
one edge of the laminate by incorporating a 12.5 lm
FEP film at the mid-plane during lamination.
Laminate panels were fabricated incorporating a

single b-staged (partially cured) EPON 862/W inter-
leaf film at the mid-plane. One of three different types
of film was used: with either as-received CNTs or
functionalized CNTs, and a neat epoxy film, each
explained further below. One each of panels using the
as-received CNT and neat films were fabricated, and
two panels were fabricated using the functionalized
CNT films. For the control, four panels without any
film were fabricated, hereafter referred to as ‘‘stand-
ard’’ panels.
The b-staged interleaf films were fabricated at the

Polymer Technology Center (PTC) at Texas A and M
University. To produce the films, XD-grade CNTs
(Carbon Nanotechnologies, Inc.) were incorporated
into bulk EPON 862/W to produce two separate XD
CNT/epoxy mixtures, with either amino-functional-
ized or untreated (as-received) XD-CNTs. XD-CNTs
are mixture of single-walled, double-walled, and
multi-walled CNTs, which also contain graphite,
amorphous carbon, and iron catalyst contaminates.
Amine functionalization of the CNTs was performed
first by oxidation of the surface, with subsequent reac-
tion of polyamidoamine generation-0 (PAMAM-0)
dendrimers to the oxidation sites. PAMAM-0 is a
branched polymer with a molecular weight of 517,
with four terminal amine groups giving it a function-
ality of 8. A schematic of PAMAM-0 is shown in
Figure 1. Functionalization of the CNTs as well as
their incorporation into the bulk resin to produce the
CNT/epoxy mixtures followed the procedures out-
lined by Warren et al.14 Once the CNT-modified res-
ins had been produced, thin epoxy interleaf films
were cast onto release-coated paper using a modified
Elcometer 4340 automatic film applicator. The thin
films were then cured to a 50% degree of cure. All
CNT modified films contained 0.5 wt % XD grade
CNTs and ranged in thickness from 28 to 137 lm. The
properties of all films used are shown in Table II. The
glass transition temperatures (Tg ) were determined
by differential scanning calorimetry (DSC).
The laminates were fabricated using a heated

vacuum-assisted resin transfer molding process (H-
VARTM) developed by Bolick and Kelkar23 at North

TABLE I
Fiber and Matrix Properties

Property Hexcel IM7 EPON 862/W

Density (g/cm3) 1.79 1.2
Tensile Modulus (GPa) 276 2.72
Tensile Strength (MPa) 5480 78

Figure 1 Schematic of PAMAM-0.

TABLE II
Interleave Film Properties

CNT Type CNT wt % Tg (
�C) Thickness (lm)

Neat Epoxy 0 38.1 28
As-Received 0.5 45.6 43
Functionalized 1 0.5 36.2 122
Functionalized 2 0.5 >36.2 137
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Carolina A and T University, whereby a glass plate
mold is heated by a temperature-controlled heating
pad placed underneath. The stack of fabric reinforce-
ment is held against the mold with two vacuum
bags (and inner bag and an outer bag) sealed to the
mold, and the heated resin is infused into the rein-
forcement stack using atmospheric pressure. The H-
VARTM set-up is shown in Figure 2. The bottom
surface of the glass plate mold is maintained at 65�C
during resin infusion. The resin reservoir is main-
tained at 50�C during the infusion, and is infused at
a rate of approximately 6 mm per minute. The
completed panels averaged 55% fiber volume frac-
tion with an average thickness of 4.4 mm.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Specimen dimensions and the test parameters were
in compliance with ASTM Test Method D 5528.24

The DCB fracture specimens were 170 mm long and
25 mm wide. A tested DCB specimen is shown in
Figure 3. Hinged loading tabs (cut from aluminum
piano hinge) were bonded to the outer faces of the
specimens at the cracked end using an epoxy paste
adhesive, with the loading point nominally 25 mm
from the end of the specimen, giving a nominal
initial crack length of approximately 51 mm. The
edges of the specimen were painted with a white
spray enamel primer to improve the visibility of the

crack tip. To provide a means of measuring the
crack length, a scale printed on a self-adhesive label
was applied to the painted edge of the specimen.
After the specimen was loaded into the test frame
grips, the position of the scale zero point relative to
the loading points was measured using a video cam-
corder mounted on a translatable stage. During the
test, the crack advancement was videotaped. In this
way, the crack length prior to each instance of crack
growth could be measured by replaying the video-
tape. The timing of the video and data collection
were easily correlated.
The specimens were loaded on a 100 kN capacity

MTS servo-hydraulic load frame in displacement
control at a rate of 3.0 mm/min. The specimens
were unloaded after the initial crack advancement,
and also after the second crack advancement. This
procedure would help to ensure that fracture
toughness data was obtained starting at the end of
the film if the initial observed crack growth was
not actually from the end of the film. In most
cases, the second measured toughness value would
be from the first ‘‘sharp’’ crack, with minimal fiber
bridging.
Data reduction to obtain GIc , the critical strain

energy release rate, or fracture toughness, is based
on the compliance calibration method proposed by
Berry,25 and suggested in ASTM D 5528. The speci-
men compliance, C (the ratio of load point displace-
ment to load, d/P) can be expressed as

C ¼ an

H
(1)

where a is the crack length, and, for an ideal speci-
men, n ¼ 3 and H ¼ 3/2EI, where E is the specimen
tensile modulus, and I is the moment of inertia of
the specimen cross section. The compliance, C, of
the specimens is determined for each crack length
from the peak load before crack propagation, Pc, and
the corresponding critical displacement, dc. The
exponent n in Eq. (1) is equivalent to the slope the
plot of log C versus log a. In practice, the value of n
will be less than the ideal value of three, because the
beam is not perfectly built, and thus rotation
may occur at the delamination front. The fracture

Figure 2 Heated vacuum-assisted resin transfer molding
set-up. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue,
which is available at www.wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

Figure 3 Tested laminate DCB specimen. [Color figure
can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at
www.wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

TABLE III
Tested Panels

Panel
film type

Panels
tested

Specimens
tested

Standard (no film) 4 20
Neat Epoxy 1 5
Epoxy/As-received CNTs 1 5
Epoxy/Functionalized CNTs 2 10
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toughness, GIc, at each crack length, a, can be deter-
mined from the expression

GIc ¼
nPcdc
2wa

(2)

where w is the specimen width.

RESULTS

Fracture toughness

Table III lists the number of panels tested of each
film type, and the total number of specimens tested
of each film type. Five specimens each from the
standard, neat, as-received, and functionalized XD
CNT film panels were tested. Figure 4 shows the
typical load-displacement (P - d) curves for each
panel type tested. Initial response for all specimens
was linear, indicating elastic loading, followed by a
small but sudden decrease in load. Visible crack
propagation was observed simultaneously with the
decrease in load. In all specimens, an increase in
load was then observed after which larger sudden
decreases in load occurred throughout the remain-
der of the tests. This saw-toothed response is com-

monly observed in woven composites and is charac-
terized by a stick-slip behavior as the crack is
arrested by the fiber microstructure until sufficient
load is again achieved to further propagate the
crack.26–31 Further toughening is achieved through
fiber bridging behind the crack tip and was seen
throughout the specimens tested. Fiber bridging occurs
when fibers from the bounding layers fail to separate
as the crack progresses, thereby bridging the crack
gap. This crack bridging mechanism serves to further
accentuate the unstable, large drops in load demon-
strated in the saw-tooth nature of the P - d curves. The
initial small load decrease observed at the initial crack
length is indicative of the initial crack propagating
from the crack starter film within the matrix up to the
fiber microstructure where it is arrested.
Interlaminar fracture toughness values were calcu-

lated from the peak loads, and the corresponding
displacement, just prior to crack propagation using
Eq. (2). The value of n used in Eq. (2) was deter-
mined for each specimen, and ranged from 2.66 to
2.91, with an average of 2.77 across all panels.
Typical delamination crack growth resistance curves
(R-curves) for all panels (one specimen per panel)
are shown in Figure 5. The delamination resistance
generally increased over the initial 5 mm before

Figure 4 Typical load-displacement curves for DCB specimens: (a) standard panels; (b) neat epoxy interleaf panel; (c) as-
received XD CNT interleaf panel; (d) amino-functionalized XD CNT interleaf panels.
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reaching a plateau region. This behavior is due to
the effect of fibers bridging the crack as it grows,
acting to support more load. The large amount of
scatter in the data is typical of a woven fabric
composite, and is attributable to the variation in
microstructure due to the fabric weave as the crack
tip advances as well as the effect of fiber/ply bridg-
ing.28 In Figure 6, the average GIc of all specimens
for each panel type is plotted versus a. The plots

show more clearly the differences in initial fracture
toughness and plateau fracture toughness for the
different panel types.
Figure 7 shows the average initial Mode I GIc

values for each panel type, with the error bars show-
ing the 95% confidence intervals. The average initial
GIc for the standard panels was 249 J/m2, which is
comparable with results from similar materials in
other studies.27 The large degree of variation of the

Figure 5 Typical R-curves for DCB specimens (one from each panel): (a) standard panels; (b) neat epoxy interleaf panel;
(c) as-received XD CNT interleaf panel; (d) amino-functionalized XD CNT interleaf panels.

Figure 6 Panel average R-curves. Figure 7 Initiation fracture toughness vs. film type.
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initial toughness values within a panel type is not
uncommon, and has been attributed by Martin to
the variation of the position of the end of the crack
starter insert with respect to fiber yarns.27,28,31 The
average initial GIc for the neat epoxy interleaved
panel was 216 J/m2, a 13% reduction with respect to
the standard (noninterleaved) panels. The average
initial GIc for the as-received XD CNT/epoxy inter-
leaved panel was 230 J/m2 which was 8% lower
than the noninterleaved panels, and only 6% higher
than the neat epoxy interleaved panel, indicating
that the as-received XD CNTs had little, if any,
effect. The functionalized XD CNT/epoxy inter-
leaved panels produced the highest initial fracture
toughness with an average value of 293 J/m2, 18%

higher than the noninterleaved panels and 36%
higher than the neat epoxy interleaved panel. These
results for the interleaved panels are similar to the
results for the bulk fracture toughness of the film
materials observed by Warren et al.14 Warren et al.
fabricated bulk specimens of the film material using
the same process and facilities used in this study,
and demonstrated no increase in fracture toughness
(KIc) for 0.5 wt % as-received XD CNT/epoxy
nanocomposites compared to neat EPON 862/W.
However, for PAMAM-0 functionalized XD CNT/
epoxy nanocomposites, they observed an increase of
19% in KIc over neat epoxy. Warren et al. also
showed a 146% increase in elongation for the
PAMAM-0 functionalized XD CNT/epoxy nanocom-
posites, relative to the neat epoxy, which suggests
that increased plastic work within the plastic zone
ahead of the crack tip was the reason for the
increased fracture toughness. The increase in tough-
ness observed by Warren et al. in the bulk nanocom-
posites is comparable to the 18 and 36% increases in
initial GIc of the functionalized panels with respect
to the standard and neat interleaved panels in this
study. Initial crack growth does not involve fiber
bridging, so the initial fracture toughness is more
directly related to matrix/film toughness; therefore,
the strong correlation between the laminate initial
fracture toughness and the bulk nanocomposite frac-
ture toughness is to be expected. There was a signifi-
cant difference in the initial fracture toughness of
the two functionalized-CNT panels, with the second
panel having an average toughness 16% higher than

Figure 8 Propagation fracture toughness vs. film type.

Figure 9 Representative failure surfaces for various panels: (a) standard panels; (b) neat epoxy interleaved panel; (c) as-
received XD CNT/epoxy interleaved panel; (d) amino-functionalized XD CNT/epoxy interleaved panel 1; (e) amino-func-
tionalized XD CNT/epoxy interleaved panel 2. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at
www.wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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the first. As can be seen in Figure 10, the second
functionalized panel had a significantly thicker mid-
plane epoxy layer than the first, which would allow
development of a larger plastic zone ahead of the
crack tip, explaining the higher initial fracture
toughness of the second panel.

Figure 8 shows the average plateau Mode I GIc

values for all the panels, with the error bars showing
the 95% confidence intervals. The average plateau
GIc for the standard panels was calculated as 459 J/
m2. The average plateau GIc for the neat epoxy inter-
leaved panel was calculated as 375 J/m2, an 18%
reduction with respect to the noninterleaved panels.
The average plateau GIc for the as-received XD
CNT/epoxy interleaved panel was 380 J/m2, a
decrease of 17% relative to the noninterleaved
panels. The functionalized XD CNT produced the
highest plateau fracture toughness of the interleaved
panels with an average value of 438 J/m2. This
demonstrates a decrease in plateau fracture tough-
ness of 5% with respect to noninterleaved panels,
and an increase of 17% over the neat epoxy inter-
leaved panel.

Although the plateau fracture toughness for the
standard and functionalized XD CNT/epoxy inter-
leaved panels were roughly equal, on average, there
is a significant decrease in the plateau fracture
toughness for both the neat epoxy and as-received
XD CNT/epoxy interleaved panels. This difference
is due to the differences in the location of the frac-
ture within the laminate microstructure, as well as

in the amount of fiber bridging present within each
specimen, seen in Figure 9.

Fracture morphology

Two modes of failure were generally observed on
the DCB fracture surfaces. These failure modes
are characterized as either ‘‘adhesive’’ failure or
‘‘cohesive’’ failure. Adhesive failure describes failure
of the interface, or adhesive bond, between the car-
bon fiber yarns and the epoxy matrix. Although on
a microscopic scale, the failure is necessarily a com-
bination of failure of the fiber/matrix interface and
failure of the interfiber resin, macroscopically, it can
be described as interfacial failure at the yarn/matrix
interface. In contrast, cohesive failure is failure
entirely within the matrix, with no direct interaction
with the fiber reinforcement.
In the standard panels [Fig. 9(a)], the mode of fail-

ure was primarily adhesive, although cohesive failure
was necessarily present in the areas between yarns
(within a fabric layer), as well as in the crevices where
yarns crossover. The adhesive failure must necessar-
ily follow along the undulating surface of the woven
fabric. As the crack tip follows the fabric surface, it
deviates from a path perfectly parallel with the panel
mid-plane, resulting in a Mode II component of fail-
ure, which would tend to increase the measured mac-
roscopic Mode I toughness. Additionally, failure was
not restricted to the interface between the yarn and
the interlaminar matrix. Failure often extended

Figure 10 Cross-sections of interleaved panels: (a) functionalized panel 1; (b) neat interleaf panel; (c) as-received CNT
panel; (d) functionalized panel 2. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at www.
wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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into the yarns, resulting in fibers being pulled out
from the yarns. These pulled out fibers effectively
bridge the crack behind the crack tip, supporting
load, and thus act as a toughening mechanism.

The fracture surfaces from the neat film panel
[Fig. 9(b)] were very similar in appearance to those
from the standard panel, with adhesive failure being
the primary mode of failure, and having even less
intralaminar cohesive failure. Since the composition
of the film is identical to the bulk resin, once it is
melted during heating in VARTM process, good
integration into the laminate is expected, and
confirmed in Figure 10(b). Although the failure
mode was essentially entirely adhesive, fiber bridg-
ing was not as prevalent and severe as in the stand-
ard panels, which explains the lower measured
fracture toughness relative to the standard panels.
Thus, while the film was well integrated into the
laminate, it did have a significant detrimental effect
on the fiber bridging toughening mechanism, result-
ing in an 18% decrease in the average plateau frac-
ture toughness relative to the standard panels.

In contrast to the standard and neat film panels,
the as-received CNT film panel [Fig. 9(c)] exhibited
mostly cohesive failure, in the range of 65 to 75%
cohesive, and thus much less fiber bridging. The
reason for this appears to be the presence of a
thicker interlaminar resin layer at the mid-plane
[Fig. 10(c)], allowing the crack to propagate through
the resin without the degree of interaction with the
fabric layers seen in the standard and neat film
panels. There are two film properties that would
affect the thickness of the interlaminar resin layer:
initial film thickness and the resin melt viscosity.
The thickness of the as-received film is 43 lm, or
over 50% thicker than the neat epoxy film. The final
relative viscosities of the films can be judged from
their glass transition temperatures. The neat epoxy
film and the functionalized CNT film of the first
functionalized panel (‘‘FP 1’’) have glass transition
temperatures of 38.1�C and 36.2�C, respectively. The
as-received CNT film has a Tg of 45.6�C, at least
7.5�C higher than the other films. The glass transi-
tion temperature is a measure of the degree of cross-
linking, which is directly correlated to viscosity, so a
film with a higher Tg will have a higher melt viscos-
ity, all other things being equal. The higher viscosity
of the as-received CNT film would tend to reduce
the amount of resin that is forced into the adjacent
fabric layers during the VARTM process, thus
increasing the interlaminar resin layer thickness. As
shown by the initial fracture toughness results, con-
firmed by the results of Warren et al.,14 the tough-
ness of the as-received CNT film was no greater
than neat resin. A crack propagating through a layer
of as-received CNT modified resin, without any fiber

bridging, would be expected to exhibit the low frac-
ture toughness observed.
Like the as-received CNT film panel, the second

functionalized CNT film panel [Fig. 9(e)] exhibited
mostly cohesive failure, approaching virtually 100%
cohesive failure. Again, the factors at work appear
to be the initial film thickness and the film melt vis-
cosity, resulting in the thicker interlaminar resin
layer shown in Figure 10(d). At 137 lm, the initial
thicknesses of the second functionalized CNT film
was much greater than the neat epoxy and as-
received CNT films, by a factor of four and three,
respectively. As with the as-received film, the melt
viscosity of the second functionalized film was likely
increased relative with that of the neat epoxy film
due to a higher degree of crosslinking. Although the
Tg of the functionalized CNT films was measured at
36.2�C (slightly lower than the neat epoxy film), the
second functionalized film was not used until 3 days
after it was fabricated (2 days after the Tg was mea-
sured). Since it was stored at room temperature dur-
ing this time, some additional crosslinking would
have occurred, resulting in a higher viscosity. Since
the Tg was not measured again just before use, the
change is not known, although it was necessary to
increase the temperature of the film transfer process
by 10�C to get above the glass transition temperature
and successfully transfer the film to the fabric layer.
Because of the virtually 100% cohesive failure, essen-
tially no fiber bridging occurred in the second func-
tionalized CNT panel, resulting in an average
plateau fracture toughness of 374 J/m2, significantly
lower than the standard panels, and roughly equal
to the toughness of the neat epoxy film panels and
the as-received CNT film panels, despite the
presence of the tougher functionalized CNT resin.
This suggests that the thickness of the interlaminar
resin layer, although greater than intended, was
insufficient to allow development of a plastic zone
large enough to overcome the loss of the fiber bridg-
ing toughening mechanism. The loss of fiber bridg-
ing in the second functionalized panel thus reduced
the average plateau fracture toughness for the two
functionalized panels.
In contrast to the second functionalized film panel,

the first functionalized film panel [Fig. 9(d)] exhi-
bited mostly adhesive failure, with a significant
amount of fiber bridging. As indicated in the discu-
ssion of the second functionalized CNT film above,
the viscosity of the first functionalized CNT film
was likely lower than both the second functionalized
film and the as-received CNT film. The lower visco-
sity would result in a thinner mid-plane interlaminar
resin layer, confirmed in Figure 10(a), resulting in
more interaction of the crack with the fabric. Despite
the presence of the tougher functionalized CNT film,
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the toughness of the first functionalized CNT film
panel was not significantly higher than that of the
standard panels, indicating that the toughening
effect of the functionalization is limited due to con-
straint of the plastic zone and is overshadowed by
the toughening effect of the fiber bridging.

SEM images were taken of the fracture surfaces
for the as-received and functionalized XD CNT-
modified interleaf film panels to both determine if
the CNTs remained in the area of initial placement
and to what effect functionalization of the CNTs had

on their dispersion. Images were obtained using a
JEOL 6400 scanning electron microscope. The pres-
ence of CNTs on the fracture surface of the lami-
nates can clearly be seen in Figure 11. These images
indicate that the nanotubes remain within the mid-
plane interlaminar region, validating the interleaf
method of CNT placement within standard laminate
composites. Additionally, the presence of the CNTs
along the fracture surface indicates that the crack
propagated in the presence of CNTs. Figure 12
shows the difference in dispersion of CNTs within

Figure 11 SEM images indicating good coverage of CNTs over the entire fracture surface of CNT-modified interleaf pan-
els: (a) as-received XD CNT; (b) amino-functionalized XD CNT.

Figure 12 SEM images of fracture surfaces for CNT-modified epoxy interleaf panels: (a) as-received XD CNT, poor dis-
persion; (b) as-received XD CNT, enlarged region from (a); (c) amino-functionalized XD CNT, good dispersion; (d) amino-
functionalized XD CNT, enlarged region from (c).
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the interleaf films due to the surface functionaliza-
tion. The functionalization of the CNTs with
PAMAM-0 dendrimer has a clear impact on the
dispersion of CNTs within the epoxy interleaf film.
The as-received CNT-modified film [Fig. 12(a,b)]
demonstrates poor dispersion with large agglomera-
tions and there is little evidence of nanotubes within
the epoxy which is not contained within the large
agglomerates. The functionalized CNT-modified film
[Fig. 12(c,d)], although still exhibiting agglomeration,
demonstrates smaller agglomerates than the as-
received panel, as well as a greater number of CNTs
dispersed individually or in bundles throughout the
matrix. Although individual nanotubes by them-
selves would not be observable at the magnifications
shown, the sputtered Au-Pd coating applied to the
specimen surfaces could account for at least 60 nm
of the 100 nm diameter features, so some of those
features could be individual multi-wall CNTs.
Furthermore, Sun et al.32 performed TEM analysis
on bulk EPON 862 nanocomposites with the same
PAMAM-0 functionalized CNTs (1 wt %), manufac-
tured using the same procedures and facilities, and
showed well-dispersed individual and bundled
CNTs. The reduced agglomeration and better disper-
sion of the functionalized CNTs would lead to a
more uniform distribution of properties throughout
the interleaf film, possibly providing a more consis-
tent mechanical, thermal, and electrical response
than a more agglomerated film. Additionally, Gojny
et al.5 have demonstrated that large agglomerations
of CNTs within epoxy matrices act as defects,
becoming initiation points of failure and therefore
possibly producing weaker composite materials.
With the addition of functionalization resulting in a
better dispersed and less agglomerated concentration
of CNTs, the potential of the reinforcing material to
become a liability is reduced.

CONCLUSIONS

The effect of XD CNT modified epoxy interleaf
films on the Mode I fracture toughness of woven
fabric carbon fiber/epoxy composites was examined
and compared to results obtained for noninter-
leaved standard panels, as well as panels modified
with neat epoxy interleaf films. The initial fracture
toughness of panels containing the neat epoxy and
as-received XD CNT interleaf films showed no
statistically significant difference with respect to the
noninterleaved standard panels. Functionalized XD
CNT/epoxy interleaved panels demonstrated an
average 18% increase in initial GIc over standard
panels, and a 36% increase over the neat epoxy
interleaved panel. The plateau fracture toughness of
the functionalized XD CNT/epoxy interleaved

panels remained essentially unchanged relative to
the standard panels, while the neat and as-received
XD CNT/epoxy interleaved panels decreased by 18
and 17% compared to the standard panels, respec-
tively. The decrease in plateau fracture toughness in
panels fabricated without the functionalized CNTs is
attributed to both the inherently lower toughness of
the resin and a suppression of fiber bridging. The
presence of large amounts of CNTs along the frac-
ture surface, revealed by SEM, indicates that the use
of CNT-modified epoxy interleaf films is an effective
method for the controlled placement of CNTs within
a laminate composite system. Additionally, the use
of functionalization had a positive effect on the dis-
persion of CNTs within the laminates. This improve-
ment in CNT dispersion would tend to enhance any
improvement in the electrical and thermal conduc-
tivity of the laminates due to the CNTs, although
this aspect was not investigated in this work.
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